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As the newest group of Tulane students forges ahead with their first week of classes, get to know them better in today’s infographic.
TULANE UNIVERSITY WELCOMES NEW STUDENTS
As the number of applicants grows from year to year, the caliber of students selected for admission surpasses that of the year before. Learn more about the newest students of Tulane University in this infographic.

38,500
Students applied to Tulane this year

- 17% of students were admitted to Tulane
- 22% are students of color
- 1456 in the average corrected SAT score
- 5% of the class is international

WHERE IN THE WORLD ARE THEY FROM?
China, India, Vietnam, South Korea, Mexico, Turkey, Canada, Ecuador, Panama and Egypt are among some of the 30 different countries and territories our international students represent.

WHAT STATES ARE THEY FROM?
226 from New York
207 from California
200 from Louisiana
144 from Illinois

TELL ME MORE.

with 29 students named John
it's the most popular name for males in this class

with 23 students named Olivia
it's the most popular name for females in this class

there are 6 sets of twins